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Education 
Harvard University, Cambridge, MA                  expected June 2021 
PhD Psychology 
 
University of Oxford, Oxford, UK                      June 2016 
MPhil Evidence-Based Social Intervention and Policy Evaluation (Rhodes Scholarship) 
 
Princeton University, Princeton, NJ                    June 2014 
BA Psychology, highest honors       GPA: 3.98, Departmental GPA: 4.0 
 
Academic Awards, Honors, and Professional Service 
Ad hoc reviewer, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences            2015 
 
Howard Crosby Warren Junior and Senior Prize                       June 2013/2014 
Awarded to the top junior and senior member of the Psychology Department. Received both years. 
 
Society of Sigma Xi                      June 2014 
Elected as an Associate Member to the Sigma Xi Scientific Research Society on the basis of proven aptitude for research. 
 
Spirit of Princeton Award                     May 2014 
One of nine students selected on the basis of outstanding contributions to campus life and the undergraduate experience. 
 
Rhodes Scholarship            November 2013 
One of 32 students nationwide selected for a full scholarship to the University of Oxford. 
 
Marshall Scholarship Finalist           November 2013 
One of 26 students in the Midwest invited to the final round of interviews for the Marshall Scholarship. 
 
Phi Beta Kappa             September 2013 
One of 14 seniors elected early to the academic honor society, representing the top 1% of Princeton’s senior class. 
 
Office of the Dean of the College Thesis Funding ($3,500, $100, and $500)         May, October, December 2013 
Three-time recipient of selective funding to study the social factors affecting humor and present findings at the 2014 meeting 
of the Society for Personality and Social Psychology. 
 
Shapiro Award for Academic Excellence                   October 2011/2012 
Given to the top 3% of the freshman and sophomore classes for academic achievement. Received both years. 
 
Research Experience 
The Effectiveness of Social Norms Interventions, Department of Social Policy and Intervention, Oxford University,  
                 March 2015-June 2016 
Developed a systematic review of social norms interventions. Designed comprehensive protocols, including search strings, 
data extraction forms, and inclusion criteria. Synthesized results and appraised studies for clinical relevance and risk of bias 
and prepared final manuscript. 
 
Social Factors Affecting Humor and Judgment, Psychology Department, Princeton University    January 2012-June 2014 
Spanning three years of independent research under Professor Susan Fiske, identified a gap in the humor literature—research 
rarely investigates how the presence of other people affects the experience of humor—and proposed and conducted 11 
experiments to close this gap. Developed and launched surveys online, analyzed results, and found several significant trends. 
Presented multiple times to several labs. 
 
Research Assistant, Gilbert Lab, Psychology Department, Harvard University        June-August 2012/2013 
Designed and ran experiments investigating uniqueness, fairness, and storytelling in the lab of Professor Daniel Gilbert. 
Analyzed results and spearheaded the creation of a database of past experiments. Self-taught advanced Qualtrics survey 
software techniques, Amazon Mechanical Turk protocols, and specialized tests in R statistical software. Troubleshot pilot 



data, reviewed literature to develop theories, and brainstormed original research ideas. Contributed to article published in 
Psychological Science. 
 
Research Assistant, Human Working Memory Lab, Princeton University                September 2011-May 2012 
Completed National Institute of Health training for work with human subjects. Administered experiments investigating 
phonological similarity effects and theory of mind under cognitive load. Provided feedback to principle investigators on 
experimental design, trends in data, and alternate hypotheses. 
 
Qualitative Data Analyst, Center for the Study of Religion, Princeton University                June-August 2011 
Analyzed interviews for a sociology dissertation on the religious beliefs of Christian CEOs. Self-taught atlas.ti qualitative 
analysis software. Coordinated the efforts of research assistants, noted trends in data, and edited the final report. 
 
Publications and Presentations 
Mastroianni, A. M. (in press). “Touching the iron.” Selected to deliver a speech on “fighting the world’s fight” at the 
graduation of the 2013 Rhodes Scholars. Will be published in The American Oxonian. 
 
Mastroianni, A. M. & Gomez, D. M. (2014). Psychology Department Graduation Remarks. Selected to deliver a speech 
commemorating the graduation of the Psychology Department’s Class of 2014. 
 
Mastroianni, A. M. (2014). Class Day Remarks. Selected to deliver a humorous speech as part of the graduation of 
Princeton’s Class of 2014. Currently over 14,000 views on YouTube. 
 
Mastroianni, A. M. (2014). My Princeton prologue: A new alum reflects on his four years on campus. Princeton Alumni 
Weekly, 114(14). Invited guest column, adapted from an invited speech to University administrators. 
 
Mastroianni, A. M. (2014). Cut them some slack: Slacktivism’s prosocial potential. Tortoise: The Writing Center Journal, 
1(1). Selected as the feature peace in the inaugural issue of a writing pedagogy journal. 
 
Mastroianni, A. M. (2014). Psychology more scientific than previously thought (p < .01). Association for Psychological 
Science Observer, 27(2). Invited guest column.  
 
Mastroianni, A. M., & Fiske, S. T. (2014). Danger, joking hazard: Mere presence dampens funniness evaluations. Invited 
poster presentation at the 2014 meeting of the Society for Personality and Social Psychology in Austin, Texas. 
 
Teaching experience 
“The Surprising Psychology of Everyday Life”              January 2017 
Designed and taught a five-lecture introductory psychology course to over 120 undergraduate and graduate students, as well 
as members of the public. Prepared original slides and reading assignments on topics ranging from judgment and decision 
making to happiness to intergroup conflict. Average evaluation: 4.8/5. 
 
Selected Work Experience 
Resident Tutor, Quincy House, Harvard University               August 2017-present 
Serve as academic advisor to seven sophomores, and mentor and community builder to 24 sophomores, juniors, and seniors. 
Guide students through the fellowships application process. Counsel students and connect them to resources. 
 
Lead Question Writer, Firelands Challenge Program, North Point Educational Service Center             June 2013-present 
Selected to write questions for a regional high school competition involving 18 schools and over 150 students. Researched 
and wrote questions in diverse topics, including history, literature, religion, current events, geography, and more.  
 
Mentor, ZLR Valeon                 September 2016-August 2017 
Support talented Chinese undergraduates as they apply for graduate school in foreign countries. Conduct weekly one-on-one 
meetings, provide feedback on application materials, and mentorship on choosing programs and careers. 
 
Resident Advisor, Johns Hopkins Center for Talented Youth         June-July 2014 
Mentor and leader to exceptional high school students during an intense academic summer camp. Facilitated community-
building, ensured both the safety and the flourishing of camp attendees, and designed and ran extracurricular programming, 
including a developmentally-appropriate course on improvisational comedy.  
 



Residential College Advisor (RCA), Princeton University                       August 2012-June 2014 
Upperclassman mentor to 34 freshmen and 11 sophomores across two years. Held one-on-one meetings with all advisees 
each semester. Counseled struggling students and connected them to University resources. Served as RCA “on call” on 
weekends, fielding requests for assistance and preventing dangerous behavior. Organized weekly study breaks and 
community-building activities on a self-managed budget. Solicited best practices in a University-wide survey of RCAs and 
compiled them into training documentation. 
 
Outreach Fellow/Writing Center Fellow, Writing Center, Princeton University              September 2011-May 2014 
Initiated a guerilla marketing campaign to improve campus attitudes toward writing. Pioneered Writing Center Heroes 
program to recognize faculty excellence in writing pedagogy. Trained Writing Seminar faculty to give better feedback to 
students. Held one-on-one writing conferences with undergraduates and graduate students from all disciplines. Workshopped 
a wide variety of papers, providing constructive feedback on macro-level writing concepts, guidance on the brainstorming 
process, and tutorials on high-level techniques. Wrote timely conference reports and attended advanced training sessions. 
Interviewed candidates for the Fellow position and Writing Center leadership positions. 
 
Mobile Health Fair Team Member/Translator, Synod of the Covenant                June-August 2011 
Trained and earned certification on an array of health screenings and provided them to at-risk populations across Ohio and 
Michigan. Taught educational modules to complement screenings. Served as the team English-Spanish translator. 
 
Selected Leadership Experience 
Non-Resident Tutor, Mather College, Harvard University         September 2016-present 
Support talented undergraduates applying for fellowships, including one-on-one meetings, mentorship, and feedback on 
application materials. 
 
Director, Stage Improviser, The Oxford Imps          May 2015-August 2016 
Elected leader of Oxford’s premier improv troupe, and one of the oldest and best-known in the UK. Responsible for 
overseeing the creative efforts of over 35 members, including musicians and technicians. Plan and run rehearsals, set long-
term creative goals, select and train new members, and provide individual feedback to performers. Lead an overhaul of the 
group’s audition system, feedback system, and creative repertoire. Directed week- and month-long runs at the National Arts 
Festival in Grahamstown, South Africa and the Edinburgh Festival Fringe in Edinburgh, Scotland, respectively. 
 
LevelUp, Monroeville Local Schools              September 2012-October 2015 
Founded a free college preparation service at Monroeville High School, a small, rural, working class high school. Delivered 
critical information and mentorship to participating students. Met one-on-one to discuss college plans. Encouraged peer 
accountability, and presented on ACT preparation, the timeline of college applications, and writing essays. 
 
Publicity Director, Stage Improviser, Quipfire! Improv Comedy       October 2010-June 2014 
Senior member of Princeton’s oldest improvised comedy group. Performed in over 20 shows each year, studied under 
professional improvisers, and traveled nationwide on an annual tour. Managed group’s promotional materials on- and offline. 
Ranked by the College Improv Tournament as the top undergraduate improv team in the nation. 
 
Co-founder, Co-Host, Head Writer, All-Nighter with David Drew                 July 2012-May 2014 
Co-founded Princeton’s first and only late-night talk show, now in its fifth season. Wrote sketches, directed script revisions, 
and co-hosted the show in front of a 250-person audience and online video following, all on a monthly basis. 
 
Writing Coordinator, Writer, Triangle Writers’ Workshop, Princeton University              January 2011-January 2014 
Oversaw the efforts of the 12-member writing workshop while also generating material. Directed revisions with 
individualized feedback, encouraging beginning writers one-on-one. Served as liaison between writers, writing professionals, 
and production team. Worked personally with director during the final stages of the production. Produced two original 
musicals per year (for a total of six shows during my tenure), including three nationally touring productions. 
 
Additional Leadership Experience, Activities, and Non-Academic Awards 
Professional Comedian                      June 2015-present 
Professional standup and improv comedian. Teach Improv 301 at the Improv Boston Comedy School, and perform with 
several resident casts. Finalist in the 2016 Chortle Student Comedy Award competition. 
 
Second place, Come Dine With Me                    June 2015 
Placed second in a nationally-televised British cooking competition.  



 
Runner-up, ISIS Magazine 500 Word Competition                   May 2015 
Placed second in a nationwide writing competition judged by the Editor-in-Chief of The Guardian. (Magazine named for the 
British river, not the terrorist group). 
 
Senior Award, Princeton University Creative Writing Department                 June 2014 
 
Communications Co-Chair, Whitman College Council, Princeton University               September 2011-June 2014 
 
Director, Triangle Club Spring Show                February-April 2014 
 
Alberto Santos-Dumont Prize for Student Innovation                  June 2013 
 
Student representative, Dean of Students Hiring Committee                             March-April 2013 
 
Writer & Creative Consultant, Department of Public Safety & Department of Fire Safety   February 2012-June 2014 
 
Guide Selection Officer, Orange Key Guide Service, Princeton University           January 2012-December 2012 
 
Student representative, University Implementation Group on Orientation         October 2011-June 2014 
 
Senior cartoonist, The Daily Princetonian            October 2010-June 2014 
 


